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Every genera tion some cri tic tat es th e frighten ingly obvious in th e
tyle /content conflict. Most readers are bewildered by it. Most com me rcia l writers [not to say, editors) first becom e uncomfortable, th en blu stery; finall y, they put th e whole busin ess out of their heads and go back
to wha t they were doing all along . And it remai ns for someone in another generation to repeat:
Put in oppos itio n to "style," the re is no suc h thin g as "co ntent."
Now, spec ula tive fic tion is still ba ically a field of commercial writing. Isn 't it obvio us th at wha t mak es a given story SF is it s specula tive
content? As we ll, in the middle and lat e six ties th ere was mueh argument about Old Wave and N ew Wave SF. Th e argument was occasionally fru itfu l, at times vicio us, more ofte n jus t silly. Bu t the critical vocabulary at both ends of the beach included " ... old style .. . new
style . . . old content .. . ne w conten t . .. " The questio ns raised were always : "Is th e con tent meaningful ?" and "I th e style compat ible wit h
it ?" Again, I have to say, "co n ten t" does not exist. Th e two new questions that arise th en are : (II, How is this possibl e, and (2), What is gained
by ato mizing content into its stylis tic elements?
T he words cont ent , m eaning, and information are all me ta pho rs for
an abs tract quality of a wo rd or group of words. The one I wo uld lik e to
concen trate on is: in formation.
Is content real?
Anoth er way to ask this question is: Is there such a t hing as verba l informa tio n apart from the words used to infor m?
Most of th e vocabulary of criticism is set up to imply there is. Information is carried by/with/in wor ds. People are carried by/with/in cars. It
should be as easy to separate th e inform ation from th e word as it is to open
the door of a Ford Mustang: Content mea ns somethi ng that is contained.
But let us go back to information, and by a ra ther devio us route. Follow me:
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red

As th e above letters si t alone on th e paper, th e reader has no way to
kn ow what they mean . Do th ey indicate political tend encies or th e
sound made once you pass the b in bread! Th e word generates no significant information until it is put in formal relation with some thing
else. T his forma l relation can be wi th a real object ("Red" writ ten on th e
label of a sealed tin of paint) or with othe r word ("T he breeze through
th e car wind ow was refreshing. Whoop - red! He hit th e brak e" ).'
Th e idea of meaning, information, or content as some thi ng contained by words is a mi sleading visualization . Here is a more apt one:
Consider meaning to be a thread (or better yet, th e path) th at connect s a sound or configuration of letters called a "word" with a given
object or group of objects (or better, mem ories of th ose object s I. To
know th e m eaning of a word is to be able to follo w th is th read from th e
sound to th e prop er recollecti on s of objects, emo tions, or si tua tionsmore accura tely, to various image- modes of these objects/emo rions/
sit uatio ns in your mind. Put more pomp ously, m eanin gs (content or information) arc t he formal relation s between sounds and images of th e
objective world:'
Any clever logic student, from this point, can cons truct a proof for
th e etymo logical tautology, "All inform ati on is formal," as well as it s
coro llary, " It is imp ossibl e to vary th e form wi thout varying th e inform ati on ." I will not try and reprodu ce it in detail. I woul d like to say in
place of it, however, th at "co ntent" can be a useful word; but, again, it
become invalid when it is held up to oppose style. Content is th e illusion myriad stylistic factors crea te wh en viewe d at a certain distance.
When I say it is impossible to vary th e form wi tho ut varying the informa tion, I do not mean any formal change [e.g., t he shuffling of a few
wo rd in a novel) must comp letely obviate the entire informational experience of a given wor k. Some formal change are minimal; their effect
on a particular collection of wor ds may be unimport an t simply because
it is undetectable. But I am trying to leave open th e possibility that th e
change of a single word in a novel may be all importan t.
'I am purposely not using the word "symbol" in this discussion. The vocabulary that
must accompany it generates too much confusion.
• 'Word s also have "phonic presence" or "voice" as well as meaning. And certa inly all
writers mu st work with sound to vary the rhyth m of a phrase or sen tence, as well as to con
trol the meaning. But this discussion is going to veer close enough to poetry. To consider
the musical, as well as the ritu al, value of language in SF wou ld make poetry and prose in
disti nguishab le. That is absolu tely not my intention.

"Tell me. Martha, did you really kill him?"
" Yes."

But in th e paperback editio n, th e seco nd lin e of type was accidentally
dropped. Why shoul d this deleti on of a single word hu rt the reader's enjoyment of th e rem aining 59,999 words of the novel ...
In m y econd published novel I recall the key entence in th e open ing exposition de cribed th e lin es of communication between two cities
as " .. . now lost for good." A printer's error rend ered th e lin e "not lost
for good," and practi cally destroyed th e rest of th e story.
But th e implicity of my exam ples sabotages m y point more th an it
supports it. Here is anoth er, more relevant:
I put so me things on th e desk .
I put some books on th e desk.
I put three book s on th e desk.
I put th ree poetry books on th e desk .
I pu t Hacker's Presentation Piece, Ebbe Borregaard's Sketches for Thirteen Sonne ts, and Wakoski's Inside the Blood Factory on th e desk.
T he variations here are closer to th e typ e peopl e argui ng for th e chimera of content call m eaningless. The informa tion generated by each
sen tence is clearly different. But wh at we kn ow about what was put on
the desk is only th e m ost obvious difference. Let's assume th ese are the
opening sentences of five different stories. Five tones of voice are generated by th e varyi ng specificity. The tone will be heard- if not conciously not ed-by whoe ver reads. And th e different tones give di fferent
information abou t the personality of th e speaker as well as the speaker's
tate of mind. That is to say. th e I generated by each sen tence is different .
As a wri ter utilizes this informat ion about the individual spea ker, his
story seems more dense, m ore real. And he is a better artist than the
writer who dismisses the variations in th ese sentences as minimal. T his
IS what makes Heinlein a better writer th an Van Vogt,
But we have not exha usted th e differences in th e information in th ese
sente nces wh en we have explore d the differences in th e "1 . .. "As we
know ornething about the personality of th e various speakers, and
somethi ng about what th e speake r is placin g down , ranges of possibility
.HC ope ned up about th e desk (and the roo m around it ) itself-five different ra nge . Th is informati on is much hard er to specify, becaus e m any
oth 'r factors will influ ence it: docs th e desk belong to th e speaker or
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someone about whom the speaker feels strongly; or has she only seen
the desk for the fir t time moments before laying the books on it? Indeed, there is no way to say that any sub equent description of the desk
i wrong because it contradicts specific information generated by those
opening sentences. But once those other factors have been cleared up,
one description may certainly seem "righter" than another, because it is
reinforced by that admittedly vague information, different for each of
the examples, that has been generated. And the ability to utilize effectively this refinement in generated information is what makes Sturgeon
a better writer than Heinlein.
In each of those sentences the only apparent formal variation is the
specificity of what I put on the desk . But by this change, the I and the
desk change as well. Both the fictive subject and the equally complex
land equally important for science fiction) fictive object are rendered differently by these supposedly minimally different details. The illusion of
reality, the sense of veracity in all fiction, is controlled by the author's
sensitivity to these distinctions.
A story is not a replacement of one set of words by another-plot-synop is, detailed recounting, or analysis. The story is what happens in the
reader's mind as his eyes move from the first word to the second, the
second to the third, and so on to the end of the tale.
Let's look more clo ely at what happens in this visual journey. How,
for example, docs the work of reading a narrative differ from watching a
film? In a film the illusion of reality comes from a series of pictures each
slightly different. The difference represents a fixed chronological relation which the eye and the mind together render as motion .
Words in a narrative generate tones of voice, syntactic expectations,
memories of other words, and pictures. But rather than a fixed chronological relation, they sit in numerous inter- and overweaving relations.
The process as we move our eyes from word to word is corrective and
revisionary rather than progressive. Each new word revises the complex
picture we had a moment before.
Around the meaning of any word is a certain margin in which to correct the image of the object we arrive at (in the old grammatical terms,
to modify).
I say:

to know whether the specific image in your mind has anything to do
with what I want to communicate. Hence that leeway. I can correct it :
Collie dog, and you will agree. I can correct it into a big dog or a
haggy dog, and you will still concur. But a Chevrolet dog? An oxymoronic dog? A turgidly cardiac dog? For the purposes of ordinary
speech, and naturalistic fiction, these corrections are outside acceptable
boundaries: they distort in much too unusual a way the various images
that we have attached to the ound "dog." On the other hand, there is
something to be enjoyed in the distortions, a freshness that may be quite
entertaining, even though they lack the inevitablity of our big, shaggy
collie.
A sixty-thousand word novel is one picture corrected fifty-nine thousand, nine hundred and ninety-nine times. The total experience must
have the same feeling of freshness as this turgidly cardiac creature as
well as the inevitability of Big and Shaggy here.
Now let's atomize the correction process itself. A story begins:
The

What is the image thrown on your mind? Whatever it is, it is going to
be changed many, many times before the tale is over. My own, unmodified, rather whimsical Th e is a grayish ellipsoid about four feet high that
balances on the floor perhaps a yard away. Yours is no doubt different.
But it is there, has a specific size, shape, color, and bears a particular relation to you. My a, for example, differs from my the in that it is about
the same shape and color-a bit paler, perhaps-but is either much farther away, or much smaller and nearer. In either case, I am going to be
either much less, or much more, interested in it than I am in Th e. Now
we come to the second word in the story and the fir t correction:
Th e red

My four-foot ellipsoid just changed color. It is still about the same
distance away. It has become more interesting. In fact, even at this point
I feel vaguely that the increased interest may be outside the leeway I
allow for a Th e. I feel a strain here that would be absent if the first two
words had been A red . . . My eye goes on to the third word while my
mind prepares for the second correction:

d og

The red sun

and an image jumps in your mind (as it did with "red"), but becau e I
have not put it in a formal relation with anything else, you have no way

The original The has now been replaced by a luminous disc. The color
has lightened considerably. The disk is above me. An indistinct land-
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scape has formed about me. And I am even more aware, now that the object has been placed at such a distance, of the ten ion between my own
interest level in red sun and the ordinary attention I accord a The : for
the intensity of interest is all that i left with me of the original image.
Less clearly, in terms of future corrections, is a feeling that in this
landscape it is either dawn, sunset, or, if it is another time, smog of some
sort must be hazing the air (.. . red sun . . . j; but I hold all for the next
correction:
The red sun is

A sudden sens e of intimacy. I am bein g asked to pay even greater attention/ in a way that was would not demand, a wa in the form of the
traditional historical narrative. But is? . . . There is a speaker here! That
focus in attention I felt between th e first two word is not my attention,
but the attention of the speaker. It resolves into a tone of voice: "T he red
sun is .. . " And I listen to thi s voice, in the midst of this still vague landscape/ registering it s concern for the red sun. Between Th e and red information was generated that between sun and is resolved into a meaningful correction in my vision . This is my first aesthetic pleasure from the
tale-a small one, as we have only progressed four words into the story.
Nevertheless, it becomes one drop in the total enjoym en t to come from
th e telling. Watching and listening to my speaker, I proceed to the next
corr ection:
The red sun is high,

Noon and slightly overca st; this is merely a confirmation of something previously suspected, nowhere near as major a correction as the
one before. It allows a slight sense of warmth into the landscape, and the
light has been fixed at a specific point. I attempt to visualize that landscape more clearly, but no object, including the peaker, has been cleared
enough to resolve. The comma tells me that a thought group is complete.
In the pause it occurs to me that th e redness of the sun ma y not be a clue
to smog at all, but m erely th e speaker falling into literary-ism ; or at best,
the redoes i a projection of his consciou nes , which as yet I don't
understand. And for a moment I notice that from where I'm standing the
sun indeed appears its customary, blind-white gold. Next correction:
The red sun is high, the

In this strange landscape [lit by its somewhat untrusrworthily described sun] the speaker has turned his attention to another gray, four -

foot ellipsoid, equidistant from himself and me . Again, it is too indistinct to take highlighting. But th ere have been two corrections with not
much tension, and the reality of the speaker himself is beginning to slip .
What will this become?
The red SID] is high. the blu e

The ellipsoid has changed hue. But the repetition in the syntactic
arrangem ent of the description momentarily threatens to dissolve all reality, landscape, pcaker, and sun, into a mannered listing of bucolica.
The whole scene dims. And the final correction?
The red sun is high, the blue low.

Look! We are world and worlds away. The first sun is huge; and how
accurate the description of its color turns out to have been . The repetition that predicted mannerism now fixes both big and little sun to the
sky. The landscape crawls with long red hadows and stu bby blue on es,
joine d by purple triangles. Look at th e speaker himself. Can you see
him? You have seen hi s doubled shadow . . .
Though it ordinarily takes only a quarter of a second and is largely
unconscious, this i the process.
Wh en the corrections as we mov e from word to word produce a
muddy picture, when unclear bits of information do not resolve to even
grea ter clarity as we progress, we call th e writer a poor stylist . As the
tory goes on, and the pictures become more comp licated as th ey develo p through time, if even greater ano m alies appear as we continue correcti ng, w e say he can't plot. But it is the same quality error committed
on a grosser level, even th ough a reader must be a third or three-quarters
of th e way through the book to spot one, while the first may glare out
from the opening sentence.
In any commercial field of writing, like SF, the argument of writers
and editors who feel content can be opposed to styl e runs, at its mo st articul at e:
"Basically we are writing adventure ficti on . We are writing it very
fa t. We do not have time to be concerne d about any but th e grosser errors. More important, you are talking about subtleties too refin ed for the
vast m ajorit y of our reader wh o are basically neither literary nor sophi ticated."
T hc in terna l contradictions here could make a book. Let me outline
two .
The basis of an y adventure novel, SF or otherwise, what gives it its
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entertainment value-escape value if you will-what sets it apart from
the psychological novel, what names it an adventure, is the intensity
with which the real actions of the tory impinge on the protagonist's
consciousness. The simplest way to generate that sense of adventure is
to increase the intensity with which the real actions impinge on the
reader 's. And fictional intensity is almost entirely the province of those
refinements of which I have been speaking.
The story of an infant's first toddle aero s the kitchen floor will be an
adventure if the writer can generate the infantile wonder at new muscles, new efforts, obstacle , and detours. I would like to read such a
story.
We have all read, many too many times, the heroic attempts of John
Smith to save the lives of seven orphans in the face of fire, flood, and avalanche.
I am sure it was an adventure for Smith.
For the reader it was dull as dull could be.
"The Doors of His Face, the Lamps of His Mouth" by Roger Zelazny
has been described as "all speed and adventure" by Theodore Sturgeon,
and indeed it is one of the most exciting adventure tales SF has produced . Let me change one word in every grammatical unit of every sentence, replacing it with a word that "means more or less the same thing"
and I can diminish the excitement by half and expunge every trace of
wit. Let me change one word and add one word, and I can make it so dull
as to be practically unreadable. Yet a paragraph by paragraph synopsis of
the "content" will be the same.
An experience I find painful (though it happens with increasing frequency) occurs when I must listen to a literate person who has ju t become enchanted by some hacked-out space-boiler begin to rhapsodize
about the way the blunt, impreci e, leaden language reflects the hairychested hero 's alienation from reality. He usually goes on to explain how
the "SF content" itself reflects our whole society's divorce from the real.
The experience is painful because he is right as far as he goes. Badly written adventure fiction is our true antiliterature. Its protagonists are our
real antiheroes. They move through unreal worlds amid all sorts of
noise and manage to perceive nothing meaningful or meaningfully.
Author's intention or no, that is what badly written SF is about. But
anyone who reads or writes SF seriously knows that its particular excellence is in another area altogether: in all the brouhaha clanging about
these unreal worlds, chords are sounded in total sympathy with the real.
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"You are talking about subtleties too refined for the vast majority of
our readers who are basically neither literary nor sophisticated. "
This part of the argument always throws me back to an incident from
the urnrner I taught a remedial English class at my eighborhood Community Center. The voluntary nature of the class automatically restricted enrollment to people who wanted to learn; still, I had sixteenand seventeen-year-olds who had never had any formal education in either Spanish or English continually joining my le sons . Regardless, after
a student had been in the clas six months, I would throw at him a full
five-hundred-and-fifty-page novel to read: Dmitri Merezhkovsky's Tbe
Romance of Leonardo da Vinci. The book is full of Renaissance history,
as well as swordplay, magic, and dissertations on art and science. It is an
extremely literary novel with several levels of interpretation. It was a favorite of Sigmund Freud [Rilke, in a letter, found it loathsome) and inspired him to write his own Leonardo da Vinci: A Study in Psychosexuality. My students loved it, and with it, lost a good deal of their fear of
Literature and Long Books.
Shortly before I had to leave the class, Leonardo appeared in paperback, translated by Hubert Trench. Till then it had only been available
in a Modern Library edition translated by Bernard Gilbert Gurney. To
save my latest two students a trip to the Barnes and Nob le basement, as
well as a dollar fifty, I suggested they buy the paperback. Two days later
one had struggled through forty pages and the other had given up after
ten. Both thought the book dull, had no idea what was about, and begged
me for something shorter and more exciting.
Bewildered, I bought a copy of the Trench translation myself that afternoon. I do not have either book at hand as I write, so I'm sure a com parison with th e actual texts will prove m e an exaggerator. But I recall
one description of a little house in Florence:

Gurney: "Gray smoke rose and curl ed from the slate chimney. "
Trench: "Bill ows of smoke, gray and gloomy, elevated and contorted
up from the slates of the chimney."

By the same proce s that differentiated the five examples of putting
hook on a desk, these two sentences do not refer to the same smoke,
chimney, house, time of day; nor do any of the other houses within sight
remain the same; nor do any possible inhabitants. One sentence has
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n ine words, th e other fifteen . But atomize both as a series of corre cted
images and you will find th e m ental ene rgy expended on th e latter is
greater by a factor of six or seven! And over seven-eighths of it leaves
tha t un comfortable feelin g of Ioose-endednes s, unutilized and unresolved. Sadly, it is the less skilled, less oph isticated reader who is most
injured by bad writing. Bad prose requires more mental ene rgy to correct
your im age from word to word, and th e corrections th em elves are les
rewarding . That is what makes it bad. Th e sophis ticated, literary reader
may give th e words the benefit of th e doubt and question whether a
eeming clumsin ess is more fruitfully interpreted a an intentional am biguity.
For what it is worth, wh en I writ e I often try to say several things at
th e same time-from a regard for economy that sits contiguous with any
concern for skillful expression. I hav e certainly fail ed to say many of the
things I intended. But ambiguity mark s th e failure, not th e intent.
But how doe all th is relat e to th ose particular series of corrected images we label SF? To answer that, we mu st first look at what distinguish es th ese particular word series from other word series that get labeled naturalistic fiction, reportage, fantasy .
A distinct level of subjunctivity informs all th e words in an SF story
at a level that is different from th at which informs naturalisti c ficti on
fantasy, or reportage.
'
Subjunctivity is th e tension on th e thread of meaning th at runs betw een Ito borrow Saussure's term for 'word':) soun d-im age and oundim age. Suppose a series of words is presented to us as a piece of reportage. A blanket in dicat ive tension (or mood] in form s th e wh ole se ries:
this ha ppened. That is th e particul ar level of subiunctiviry at which
journa lism tak es place. An y word, even th e metaphorical ones, mu st go
st raigh t back to a real objec t, or a real th ought on th e par t of th e reporter.
The subjunc tiv ity level for a series of words labeled na tu ralistic fiction is defined by: could have happened. (Wh ile various levels of subjunc tivity can be defined by words, th ose words th em selves define nothing. They are not definitions of certa in modes of ficti on, only more or
less useful functional descriptions of different modes of narrative.] Not e
th at th e level of subjunctivity m ak es certain dictates and allows certain
freedoms as to what word can foll ow anoth er. Consider this word series:
"For one second, as she stood alone on th e desert, her world shattered
and she watched th e fragment s bury th em selves in th e dunes." This is
practically m eaningless at th e subjunctive level of reportage. But it
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might be a perfectly adequate, if not brilliant, word series for a piece of
natu ralis tic fiction .
Fan tasy tak es th e subjunctivity of naturalistic fiction and throws it
into reverse. At th e appearance of elves, witches, or magic in a nonme taphorical position, or at som e corre ctio n of image toO bizarre to be
explaine d by othe r th an th e supern atural, th e level of subjun ctivity become: could not h ave happened. And imm ediately it informs all th e
words in th e eries. No matter how naturali sti c th e sett ing, onc e the
witch has taken off on her broomstick th e most realistic of tre es, cats ,
night cloud s, or th e moon behind th em become infected with this reverse subjun ctivity.
But when spaceship s, ray guns, or more accurately any correction of
images that indicates the future appear s in a eries of words and mark it
as SF, th e su bju n ctivity level is changed on ce more: These objects, these
convocations of objects into situ ations and events, are blanketly defined
by: have not happened.
Even ts tha t have not happ ened are very different from th e fictional
events that could ha ve h appened, or the fantastic events that could not
have happened .
Events that have n ot h appened include several su bcategories. These
subcategories describ e th e subcategories of SF. Events th at have not
happened include th ose events th at m ight h appen: th ese are your tech nological and ociological predictive tal es. Another category includes
events that will not happen: th ese are your cience-Iantasy stories. Th ey
incl ude events that have not happened yet (Can you hear th e implied
tone of warning?): th ere are your cau tionary dystopia , Brave New World
and 1984. Were English a language wi th a more detailed tense system, it
would be easier to ee th at events that have not happened include past
even ts as well as future ones. Events that have not happened in the past
compose tha t SF specialty, th e parallel-world story, whose outstanding
example i Philip K. Di ck 's The Man in th e High Castle.
T he partic ular subjunctive level of SF expands th e freedom of th e
choice of word th at can follow ano ther group of words meaningfully;
but it limits th e way we employ the corrective process as we move betwee n th em .
At th e ubjunctive level of naturalistic fic tion, "The red sun is high,
the blue low," is meaningless. In naturalistic ficti on our corr ections in
our images mu st be m ade in accordanc e with wh at we kn ow of th e personn lly observable-this incl udes our own observations or others' that
have been reported to us at th e sub junctive level of journalism.
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Considered at th e subjunc tive level of fantasy, "The red sun is high,
th e blue low," fares a li ttl e better. But th e correctiv e process in fantasy
is limited too: when we are given a correction tha t is not meani ngful in
terms of the personally observable world, we mu t accep t any pseudoexplana tion we are given. If there is no pseudoexplanation, it mu t remain mysterious. As fan tasy, one uspec ts th at th e red sun is th e
"realer" one; but wh at sorcerer, to wh at purp ose, shunted up th at secon d, azure, orb, we cannot kn ow and mu st wait for th e res t of th e tal e.
As we have seen, that sen tence makes very good SF. The sub junctive
level of SF say th at we m ust make our correction proces in accor d wi th
what we know of the physically explainable universe. And the ph ysically explainable has a m uch wider range th an the personally observable . ' The particular verba l freedom of SF, coupled with th e corrective
proce s tha t allows th e whole range of the physica lly explainab le uni verse, can produce the mo t violen t leaps of imagery. For not only does
it throw us worlds away, it specifies how we got there.
Let us examine what happen between the following two words:
winged dog

As na turalistic fiction it is meani ngless . As fanta y it is merely a visual correction. At the subjunctive level of SF, however, one must momentarily consider, as one makes th at visual correction, an entire track
of evolution: whe ther the dog has forelegs or not. T he visual correctio n
must include modification of breas tbon e and musculature if the wings
arc to be functional, a well as a who le slew of ot her facto rs from ho llow bones to heart rate, or if we subsequentl y learn as the eries of words
goes on that grafting was the cause, there are all th e implications (to
' I thr ow out this noti on for it s worth as int ellectua l play. It is nor too difficu lt to see
that as even ts that have not happened in clude the subgroup of events that have no t happened in the past, they include the subsubgroup of events that could have happened with
an imp lied but didn ·t. Th at is to say, the level of subju nctiv ity of SF inclu des the level of
sub junctivity of naturalistic flcnon .
As well, the personall y observable wo rld is a subcategory of the physically explainable
uni verse. Th at is, the laws of th e fu st can all be explai ned in term s of the laws of th e second, whil e the situ ati on is not necessaril y reversible. So mu ch for the two levels of subjunctiviry and the limitations on the corre ctive processes that go with them .
What of the respective freedoms in the choice of wo rd to follow word ?
[ can think of no eries of words that could appear in a piece of natur alistrc ficti on that
could not also appear in the same order in a piece of spec ula tive fiction [ can, however,
thin k of many series of words that, whil e fine for speculative fiction, would bemeanin gless
as naturali m. Which th en is the major and which th e subcategory?
Consider: n aturalistic fictions arc parallel-world sto ries in which the divergence from
the real is roo slight for historical verification.
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consider) of a technology capable of such an operation. All of th is informat ion hovers taci tly abou t and betw een th ose two words in th e same
manner that the information about I and th e desk hovered aroun d the
statem ents abou t placing down th e books. T he best SF wri ter will ut ilize this info rmation just as she utilizes the information gene rated by
any verbal juxtaposi tio ning.
I quote Harl an Ellison describing hi s own reactio n to this verbal process:
.. . Heinlein has alway s managed to indicate the greater strangeness of a
culture with the mo st casually dropped-in reference : the first time in a
novel, I believe it wa in Beyond Thi s Horizon , that a character came
thro ugh a door that .. . dilated. And no discu ssion. Just: "The door dilated." I read across it, and was two lines down before I realized what the
im age had been, what the words had called forth. A dilating door. It didn 't
open, it irised ! Dear God, now I knew I was in a future world ...

"T he door dilated," i meaningless as na turalistic fictio n, and practi cally meaning less as fantasy. As SF-as an event that hasn't happened,
yet still must be interpreted in terms of th e physically explainable-it
quite as wondrous as Elli on feels it .
As well, the luminosity of Heinlein's particular vision wa supported
by all sorts of other information, stated and unstated, generated by the
novel's other words.
Through this discussion, I have tried to keep away from wha t motivates the cons truction of these violent nets of wonder called speculative
fiction. The more basic the discussion, the greater is our obligation to
stay with the reader in front of the page. But at the mention of the author's "vision" the subject is already broached. The vision (sense of
wonder, if you will) th at SF tries for seems to me very close to the visio n
(If poetry, particularly poetry as it concerned the n ineteent h century
Symbolists. No matter how disciplined its creation, to move into "unI .al" worlds demands a brush with mystici m.
Virtually all the classics of specu lative fiction are mystical.
In Isaac Asimov's Foundation trilogy, one man, dead on page thirty'< even, achieves noth ing less than th e redemp tion of mankind from
t wenty-nin e thousand years of suffering simply by his he ightened con.rousness of the human condition. (Read "consciousness of th e human
condu ion " for "s cience of psychohistory."]
In Robert Hein lein's Stran ger in a Stran ge Land the appearance of
l ;nd Incarnate creates a world of love and cann ibali m .
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Clarke's Childhood's End and Sturgeon's More Than Human detail
vastly differing processes by which man becomes more than man.
Alfred Bester's The Stars My Destination (or Tiger, Tiger! its original
title) is considered by many readers and writers, both in and outside the
field, to be the greatest single SF novel. In this book, man, intensely
human yet more than human, becomes, through greater acceptance of
his humanity, something even more. It chronicles a social education,
but within a society which, from our point of view, has gone mad. In the
climactic scene, the protagonist, burning in the ruins of a collapsing
cathedral, has his senses confused by synesthesia. Terrified, he begins to
oscillate insanely in time and space. Through this experience, with the
help of his worst enemy transformed by time into his savior, he saves
himself and attains a state of innocence and rebirth.
This is the stuff of mysticism.
It is also a very powerful dramatization of Rimbaud's theory of the
systematic derangement of the senses to achieve the unknown. And the
Rimbaud reference is as conscious as the book's earlier references to
Joyce, Blake, and Swift. (I would like to see the relation between the
Symbolists and modern American speculative fiction examined more
thoroughly. The French Symbolists' particular problems of vision hav e
been explored repeatedly not only by writers like Bester and Sturgeon,
but also newer writers like Roger Zelazny, who brings both erudition
and word magic to strange creations generated from the tension between suicide and immortality. And the answers they discov er are all
unique.] To recapitulate: whatever the inspiration or vision, whether it
arriv es in a flash or has been m eticulously worked out over years, th e
only way a writer can present it is by what he can make happen in the
read er's mind between one word and another, by the way he can maneuver th e existing tensions between words and associated images.
I have read many descriptions of "mystical experiences"- many in
SF stories and novels . Very, very few have generated any feel of the mystical -which is to say that as the writers went about setting correction
after correction, the images were too untrustworthy to call up any personal feelings about such experi ences. The Symbolists have a lesson
here: the only thing that we will trust enough to let it generate in us any
real sense of the mystical is a resonant aesthetic form.
The sense of mystical horror, for example, in Thomas M. Disch's extraordinary novella, The A sian Shore, does not come from its study of a
particularly insidious type of racism, incisive though the study is; nor
does it come from the final incidents set frustratingly betwe en the su-
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pernatural and the insane. It generates rather in the formal parallels between the protagonist's concepts of Byzantine architecture and the obvious architecture of his own personality.
Aesthetic form . .. I am going to leave this discussion at this undefined term. For many people it borders on the meaningless. I hope there
is enough tension between the words to proliferate with what has gone
before. To summarize, however: any serious discussion of speculative
fiction must first get away from the distracting concept of SF content
and examine precisely what sort of word-beast sits before us. We must
explore both the level of subjunctivity at which speculative fiction
takes place and the particular intensity and range of images this level affords. Readers must do this if they want to fully understand what has already been written. Writers must do this if the field is to mature to the
potential so frequently cited for it.
N E W Y ORK
D E C EMll E R
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